Blair Supply Corp.

Service Materials

With Three Locations to Serve You:

Rochester, NY
785 Beahan Rd.
Rochester, NY 14624
(585) 436-9624

Avoca, NY
8125 Kanona Rd.
Avoca, NY 14809
(607) 566-2214

Watertown, NY
22320 Teal Drive
Watertown, NY 13601
(315) 788-4846

www.blairsupplyusa.com
**Ford 202B Bronze Service Saddles:** Ford’s double strap brass saddles are designed with built-in flexibility to cover asbestos-cement, cast iron size, and/or PVC pipe.

- **For Pipe Sizes:** 4” - 16”
- **Tap Sizes:** 3/4” - 2” CC

**Smith-Blair 372 Service Saddle:** This Stainless Steel service saddle product sports a design very similar to a full circle clamp to provide uniform pipe support without crushing action.

- **For Pipe Sizes:** 4” - 16”
- **Tap Sizes:** 1/2” - 2” CC

**Smith-Blair 313 Service Saddles:** This product is a double bale ductile iron service saddle with a TaperSeal™ gasket and wraparound bales to connect branch lines, instruments and other appurtenances to pipe.

- **For Pipe Sizes:** 2” - 16”
- **Tap Sizes:** 3/4” - 3” NPT

www.blairsupplyusa.com
Ford FB1000 Ball Style Corp: This product is a ball style compression corp stop with AWWA/CC taper thread for CTS service lines.

Sizes: 3/4” - 2”

Ford FB1600 Ball Style Corp: This product is a ball style corp stop with AWWA/CC taper thread with a female iron pipe outlet for service lines.

Sizes: 3/4” - 2”

Mueller B25008 Ball Style Corp: This product is a ball style corp stop with AWWA/CC taper thread and a compression outlet for CTS service lines.

Sizes: 3/4” - 2”

Mueller H15008 Corp: This product is a ground key corp stop with AWWA/CC taper thread and a compression outlet for CTS service lines.

Sizes 3/4” - 1”

Call Us Today! 585.436.9624
Curb Stops

**Mueller B-25209:** This brass ball style curb stop is a design that combines a strong ball/stem connection with other desired features. The design offers true bi-directional flow.

*Sizes: 3/4” - 2”*

**Mueller H-15209 and H-15219:** The Mueller Mark II Oriseal curb stop is a one piece, closed bottom body valve that was designed to minimize potential leakage points. The H-15209 and H-15219 are compression curbstops, the H-15219 also features a drain that the H-15209 does not.

*Sizes: 3/4” - 2”*

**Mueller H-10283 and H-10284:** The Mueller Mark II Oriseal curb stop is a one piece, closed bottom body valve that was designed to minimize potential leakage points. The H-10283 and H-10284 are female iron pipe thread curbstops, the H-10284 also features a drain that the H-10283 does not.

*Sizes: 3/4” - 2”*

**Ford B44 and B11 Ball Style Curb Stop:** Ford Ball Valve Curb Stops are ideal for use in water service lines. Watertight in either direction at pressures up to 300 psi, easy turning, nonbinding, and minimum pressure loss. The B44 curb stop is a compression curb stop while the B11 curb stop is a female iron pipe thread curb stop.

*Sizes: 3/4” - 2”*
**Curb Boxes**

**Mueller H-10314 and H-10334:** These cast iron curb boxes fit curb stops sizes 3/4” to 1-1/4”. The arched base rests on top of the valve and extends down around the valve head to help exclude dirt and debris. This box has an upper section diameter of 1”. The H-10314 is a two hole style lid while the H-10334 has a pentagon plug lid. These curb boxes are telescopic to allow for one foot grade adjustments.

**Mueller H-10386:** This cast iron curb box is designed to fit your larger curb stops, fitting sizes 1-1/4” to 2”. The arched base rests on top of the valve and extends down around the valve head to help exclude dirt and debris. This box has an upper section diameter of 1-1/4”. The H-10386 has a pentagon plug lid and is telescopic to allow for one foot grade adjustments.

**Ford EA2 - 55 - 50:** This cast iron curb box fits curb stops sizes 3/4” to 1-1/4”. The arched base rests on top of the valve and extends down around the valve head to help exclude dirt and debris. This box has an upper section diameter of 1-1/4”. It comes with a pentagon plug lid and is telescopic to allow for one foot grade adjustments. When coupled with a Ford CB7 Enlarged Base this curb box can fit 1-1/2” to 2” curb stops.

**Ford CB7 Enlarged Base:** This cast iron curb box base fits over 1-1/4”, 1-1/2”, and 2” ball valve curb stops. It inserts into our Ford EA2 - 55 - 50 curb box. The enlarged base also increases the overall height of the curb box by 5”.

*Stainless Steel rods are available upon request, Steel rods are standard*
Unions and Adapters

Mueller H-15403 Union: Brass Compression union (CTS x CTS).


Mueller H-15451 Adapter: Brass compression (CTS) by Female Iron Pipe thread adapter.

Ford C44 Union: Brass Compression union (CTS x CTS).

Ford C55 Union: Brass Compression union (IP x IP).

Ford C45 Union: Brass Compression union (CTS x IP).

Ford C84 Adapter: Brass compression (CTS) by Male Iron Pipe thread adapter.

Ford C14 Adapter: Brass compression (CTS) by Female Iron Pipe thread adapter.

*Stainless Steel Inserts for Poly tubing available*
Service Tubing

**Cambridge-Lee Industries K-Copper Tubing:** Suitable for use on water service and distribution.

**Endot Industries Endopure Tubing:** This is a copper tubing size polyethylene tube that is suitable for water service applications and distributions.

**Rehau Municipex Tubing:** This is a copper tubing size polyethylene tube that is suitable for water service applications and distributions.

Call Us Today! 585.436.9624
Pipe & Tubing
- Anchor Pipe
- Copper Tubing
- Corrugated Metal Pipe
- Ductile Pipe
- Flanged Pipe
- HDPE Pipe
- Poly Drain Pipe
- Polyethylene Tubing
- PVC Pressure Pipe
- PVC Sewer Pipe

Fittings & Adapters
- Brass Fittings
- Lead Adapters
- Flanged Fittings
- HDPE Fitting & Adapters
- M/J Fittings
- Poly Drain Fittings
- PVC Pressure Fittings
- PVC Sewer Fittings
- Sewer Test Plugs
- Flared Fittings

Highway Supplies
- Binders, Chains & Cable
- Blades, Plow & Grader
- Geotextile Fabric
- Post Signs & Fence Signs

Valves & Shutoffs
- Backflow Preventers
- Butterfly Flap Valves
- Plug Valves
- Check Valves
- Corporation Stop
- Curb Stops
- Cut-in Valves
- Gate Valves, Flange, MJ
- Stop & Drain Valves
- Ball Valves
- Tapping Valves
- UL/FM Valves

Hydrants & Indicator Posts
- AWWA Fire Hydrants
- Fire Hydrant Parts & Extension
- Indicator Post
- UL/FM Fire Hydrants

Castings & Boxes
- Curb Boxes
- MH Grate, Frames & Cover
- Valve Boxes & Extension

Tap Sleeves & Saddles
- Saddles, Bronze, Stainless
- Sewer Saddles
- Tapping Sleeves

Water Meters & Pit Setter
- Meter Parts
- Meter Setters
- Plastic Meter Pits & Covers
- Water Meters

Construction Equipment
- Aluminium Trench Boxes
- Pipe Cutters & Saws
- Pumps
- Test Pumps
- Fusion Equipment

Miscellaneous
- Pipe Lube & Sealants
- Marking Paints
- Tracer Wire
- Corrosion Products

Utility Tools & Locators
- Drill & Tap Machine
- Parts
- Drills & Drill Tap Locators
- Tools & Wrenches
- Utility Safety Products
- Magnetic Lifters

Restraints/Fasteners
- Flanged Accessories
- Flanged Gaskets
- Machine Bolts & Nuts
- Pipe Clamps
- Restraint Products

Repair Clamps & Couplings
- Bell Joint Clamps
- Couplings
- Repair Clamps
- Sewer Gaskets-Fernco